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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
FIELD FORCE ENGINEER MEDICAL PRE-SCREEN
For use of this form, see  1-All Hazards Plan OPORD; the proponent agency is CECO-G.
Authority                  10 USC 504, 505, 507, 532, 978, 1201, 1202 and 4346.
Principal Purpose  To obtain medical data for determination of medical fitness for FEST deployments to various theaters of operations.  
Routine Use         None
Disclosure         Voluntary; however, failure by the applicant to provide the information may result in delay or possible rejection of the individual's
                  application for deployment.  
Confidential When Filled Out
10. Have You Ever Deployed?
If so, did you require a medical waiver?
If yes to a medical waiver for previous deployment(s), briefly explain what condition you had that required the waiver.	
11. Do you have Obstructive Sleep Apnea?
Copy of latest sleep apnea test?
If yes, briefly the severity (RDI or AHI) below:
12. Are you diabetic?
If yes, explain HBA1C at your last medical appointment:	
13. Ever been told you have a heart condition or history of abnormal EKG?  	
If yes, explain below:
15. List all prescription medications you are currently taking, (include prescription, over the counter, herbal supplements and vitamins) approximately when were they started, dosage (mg) and how often taken (p/day).  If none, leave blank.         
MED/SUP/VIT
Dosage (mg)
Dosage (mg)
Dosage (mg)
Often
Often
Often
16. Any past abnormal labs such as kidney, liver, electrolytes, thyroid, PSA?  
If yes, explain below:
17. Any surgeries in the past 12 months?
If yes, explain below:
18. How often are you recommended to see your medical provider?
19. Are you currently being treated for Cancer?  
If yes, explain below:
20. Currently being evaluated for new medical/dental/psychological conditions?  
If yes, explain below:
21. Currently receiving VA compensation?
If yes, percentage and what conditions:
22. Are you able to lift 70 pounds and carry it up to 25 feet?
23. Any health concerns deploying to areas with an unhealthy air quality index (AQI)?
If yes, explain below:
I acknowledge that I have thoroughly reviewed this form and provided the information to the best of my knowledge:
IMPORTANT NOTES: 
1)         Send this questionnaire encrypted directly to: Thomas.Janisko@usace.army.mil.  “Must be Encrypted”
2)         CDR Janisko may contact you in order to clarify your answers above.
3)         CDR Janisko will notify the OIC and Military Planner when cleared.
4)         If selected for an FFE position, you will be notified by the Team Lead, OIC or Military Planner.  As part of this notification, you
         will receive instructions for your pre-deployment requirements.
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